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(54)  Abstract Title 
MdnirfBCturo of friction Glmients 

(57) A method of manufacturing a sheet of friction 
material for an automobile brake shoe, and apparatus 
therefor, includes forming a plastic lining element of 
uncured or green themiosetting resin binder containing 
friction nrK>difiar8 and fibrous reinforcements and curing 
the resin binder in a defined heat and pressure regime 
which cures the resin binder by cross-linking and 
produces a sheet of defined dimensions and whose major 
faces are not disrupted by gases evolved during the 
curing. The n6®d for a dosed mould and/or venting stops 
is avoided by use of a stabilising press (50, Fig 3(a» which 
includes a heated bed 52 between guide plates 56. 57 to 
receive such lining element in its green state. The guide 
plates are spaced slightly further apart than the width of a 
closure member 53 which is, having been pre-heated, 
brought down onto the lining element and pressed by a 
pn umatic ram 70, the loosely sliding closure member 
comprising a non-sealtng ctosure of the press. The 
previously heatod surface 52 of press bed and closure 
member 53 combine with the lightly ramped-up pressure 
to create settingnip of the surface resins and fix final 
dimensions; the ram position is then clamped to permit 
internal pressure growth as curing proceeds and gases are 
vented without disrupting the sealed major surfaces. After 
less than 1 minute the lining element sheet is sufficiently 
cured and dimenstonally stable to be taken from the press 
and baked unconstrained to effect final cure. 
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This invention relates to products formsd 2nd defined by t^ermoset resin, such as friction 

linings for fticSon elements such as brake shoes or ckitch plates, and in particular relates to the 

msnufacture of such friction finings. 

7t» inven&xi is pafticuterly. but not exclusively, applicabte to friction linings for brake shoes of 

the cySndrtcaBy arcuate dmm type wherein the shoe structure corriprises a cylindrically arewate 

ptetfbmi. on which a correspondingly arcuate fining is carried, and a transverse supporting 

vveb. ft is however also applicabte to friction finings fbr brake shoes of the ge^ 

type and to similar flat friction finings used within a dutch arrangement 

Friction Inings are commonly produced from a miKlure of fibrous and/or fflamantaiy 

reinfbreement materials and friction modifying materials in a complex copolymer matrix of 

thermosetting resin and nitrite aibber as a binder, the mixture initially being rolled at or near 

ambtent temperature into slabs or sheets, often having an area corresponding to a plurality of 

fining etements to be eventually cut therefrom. The so-calted green fining sheet, that is. of 

whk^r ths lhaimosetting materials have not begun any cross^inking. is ptestic and may be 

subject to a curting, or so^alted radius^oing. operatton to give it a cun/ature in one c^^ 

plane if intended to be used with an arcuate brake shoe. 

In such known prooess. the green fining sheet is clamped to presen/e or redefine its thtakness 

and qiifrTfff*^ to a resin curing operation, that is. a heating regime whkii initiates cross-finking 

of the thecmosetling componente, aocompanted by setting-up. or reductkjn in ptestidty. that 

results item the cross-finking. The sheet emerges from the regime as a non-ptestta. and often 

substantially rigW. sheet having the appropriate degree of hardness and strength required of 

the friction fining, both for a frictional operation and to permit it to be handted and machined to 

the desirwl dimensfons (and possibly cun/ature) cut into indivklual linings, and secured to a 

carrier to make the friction element 

In respect of making such cyfindrically arcuate fining sheets emptoyed for brake shoes, it has 
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been typical to optimise resources by combining a I ngthy curing time with simultaneous curing 

of a large numl>er of sheets. 

To this end, each arcuate green lining sheet is disposed in a similarly arcuate, rigid carrier 

formed of cast iron or steel with another carrier (also carrying a lining sheet) supported thereon 

to sandwich the lining sheet a stack of such carriers being subjected to a constant and 

relatively low pressure of about 87 kN/m^ (12 psi). A plurality of stacks are assembled and then 

placed in the preheated oven v^re they are heated slowly to avoid the necessity for periodic 

disassembly and, if binder resin requires, venting to maintain sheet integrity during the heating 

and cross-linking, upon attendant generation of internal gases arKi pressures resulting 

therefrom, and after a predetermined interval are removed from the oven and cooled to 

fadBlate further handling and processing. 

It be appreciated that such a traditkxial batch processing arrangement represents a 

compromise between simplicity of the process and extravagant resource usage that has 

severed drawt)acks that may be less suited to modem energy usage and plant investment. 

For instance, each stack of carriers and green lining sheets that is assembled at ambient 

temperature and placed into the oven has a stgnificant thermal mass so that a plurality of such 

stacks requires a significant heat input and time to raise the temperature thereof and initiate 

resin aoss-linking within the lining sheets, and account for a signiftaant part of the duration of 

the baking process and of the energy consumed by the oven in that time. However, because it 

is in the interests of the curing process that an initially slow and uniform rise in temperature is 

achieved that avoids venting stops, this absorption of heat by the relatively cold stacks 

achieves the desired process parameters. Furthermore, to achieve a significant manufacturing 

tJOTughput the oven requires to have a capacity to accept and heat a numt)er of stacks 

simiitaneously. The carriers, after removal from the oven have to be cooled, or permitted to 

cod, to ambient temperature before further use. that is. a significant proportion of the oven 

en^gy is expended in raising the temperature of the large number of carriers, and which 

energy is subsequently wasted by their cooling. 

Typccalty, a baking operation of some 8 stacks, each of 15-20 sheets, requires some 5 hours in 

an oven heated to 240-30(rC. th subsequent cooling taking additional time and/or resources. 

Not^standing the energy consumption, it will also be appreciated that for each size and 
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shape (curvature) of green lining sheet a sufficient numtjer of carriers is required to complete at 

toast on® toad of the baking oven, that is. a significant investment is required in the carriers as 

v>«n as oven en3fgy consunriptfon for tha baking operation. 

Pnsserving <h« generality of the fbregong as to the shape of the 

the piwsent inventton to provide a method of manufacture, and a manufacturing arrangement, 

by v«hlch such sheets of friction fining can be manufactured more quickly and with less plant 

investmerit than hitherto. 

According to a first aspect of the present invention a method of manufacturing a friction lining 

comprises (1) producing a plastic, green friction fining sheet, including fibrous and/or 

filamentary reirtbreement and friction modifying materials in an uncured themnosetting binder 

matrix, fc^tow a setting^p temperature required to initiate cross-linking of the binder matrix and 

disposed between opposite major feces defining the sheet thickness. (2) disposing the green 

lining sheet in a stabilising press, having a bed conforming substantially to the shape and 

darnenstons rsajuired of a major fece of the fining sh^ 

non-seaJing dosure mennber. corresponding to the shape required of the opposite major 

of th® fining sheet, at least one of said bed and ctosure member being heated to a temperature 

in excess of said setting-up temperature. (3) applying to the sandwiched green lining sheet, by 

way of the ctosure member and bed. a consolidating pressure increasing over a predetermined 

consolidatton inten/al from substantially zero to a predetemwied level pemiitling plastic flow of 

th® sh<sst into ocjnfofmity with the recessed bed and ctosure member but without significant 

extnjsicn before onset of cross-linking of the thermosetting resin binder, and thereafter 

maintaining th® separation between member and bed achieved at the end of the consdtoation 

interval fbr a setting-up internal to permit cross-linking adjacent the heated surfaces to define a 

partially cured, dimanstonally stabilised intermediate lining sheet having the final dimensions of 

the fining. (4) rwtwving the bonded intermediate lining sheet from the stabifising press and (5) 

bakir>g the intiwmediatfi lining sheet unconstrained at a ptBdetermined baking temperature in 

excess of said setting-up temperature and for a baking interval to effect further curing of the 

thermosetting rssin of the dinrtsnstonaHy defined fining sheet to a predetermined level of 

hardness and strength. 

AccojtHng to a second aspect of the present invention an arrangement for producing a friction 

fining, compris&tg fibrous and/or filamentary reinforcement and friction modifying materials in a 

thermosetting binder matrix between one major face of the element and an opposite one 
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defining its thickness, comprises 

a) formulating means, operable to produce a green friction linirtg sheet in which the 

thermosetting lender matrix is uncured and below a setting-up temperature at which cross- 

linking thereof is initiated, b) a stabilising press indudingi) a b&i shaped substantially 

corresponding to the profile required of sakl one face of the lining sheet and dimensioned to 

receive a said green Bning sheet with sakj one major face thereof ai^anst the bed. 2) a non- 

sealing closure member having a ck>sure face corresponding to the sheet required of the 

opposite major face of the lining sheet 3) guidance means extending away from the bed and 

operable to support sakl closure memljer overiying the bed with the closure face directed 

thereto and effect guklance between the closure memt>er and the bed in a direction towards 

and away from the bed. 4) heating means operable to heat at least one of the bed and the 

closure member to above sakl setting-up ternperature for the lining element, 5) ram means, 

having relatively displaceabie parts fixed and movable respectively with respect to the bed. 

operable to drive the ctosure member and bed towards each other. 6) kxSdng means operabl 

to retain the closure memt>er in position with respect to the bed, and 7) control means operable 

(i) to cause the ram means to move the dosuna meml)er to sandwkrh the green friction lining 

sheet between the dosura face and the bed. C»0 to cause the ram means to apply a force 

between the dosure member and bed increasing between predetermined levels in a 

predetermined consolklating interval, suffident to force the materials of the lining sheet into 

conformity with the dosure member arxl bed without significant extmsion of unconfined 

materials, prior to significant cross-linking of the thermosetting binder matrix due to heat and 

pressure applied to the surface regions. 0") to initiate operation of the locking means to lock the 

dosure member in position with respect to the bed at the end of said consolidating interval for 

a settir>g-up interval in whkrfi sakl surface regions achieve by continued cross-linking structural 

strengtti in excess of internally generated forces resulting from tiie cross-linking and heating, 

and (iv) to initiate release of the locking means at the end of said seiting-up interval to permit 

the intermediate lining sheet of partially cured, dimensionally stable frtction lining material to be 

removed from the press, and c) oven means operable to receive sakl ffitemiediate lining sheet 

unconfined at a predetermined t>aking temperature in excess of sakl setting-up temperature for 

a predetemiined baking interval to effect additional cross-linking of ttie thermosetting 

components thereof to cure the friction lining to a predefined condition of hardness and 

physical strength. 

Embodiments of the rivention will now be d scribed by way of xample with reference to the 

accompanying drawings, in whkrfi:- 
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Figure 1(a) is a psrspsciive view of components employed in relation to a friction element 

comprising a brake shoe illustrating relative dimensions and juxtapositions of a shoe body 

having a cylindrically arcuate platfomi and a substantially conBspondingly arcuate friction lining 

dressed, that is. mschinsd. driBed and trimmed to size, fbr attachment thereto. 

Figure 1(b) is a perspective view of an arcuate dressed friction lining *eet prior to cutting frrto 

a pM^^o? the linings of Figure 1(a), 

Rgure 2(a) is a flow chart showing schematically the operational steps in manufacturing an 

arcuate friction lining in accordance with the present invention and mcficating the apparatus for 

parfbimoi^ spedfic operations mduiMnQ a stabilising press for producing a partiaBy cured, 

intermediate lining sheet and an oven for baking the intermediate fining sheet to compiete 

cur^ unoonstrsiined. 

Figures 2(b) to 2(c) are perspective views, similar to Figure 1(b) of the friction lining sheet at 

various stages of resin cure, being green, intermediate and undressed lining sheets 

respectively, 

FiQura 3(a) is a sectional elevatk>n through the stabiSsing press indkated in Figure 2. shouMng 

a r«asss«d heated bed dimenskmed and profiled to receive an arcuate green fining sheet and 

a heated closure merr^r, ram means to apf^ sandwwching pressure to the sfieet by way of 

the ctosure member, and control means to monitor and control the level and duratkxi of 

pressure to provkte a dimensionally stable, partialiy cured, intenmediate lining sheet, 

Figi^ 3(b) is a sectionai elevation through the stabilising press taken at right angles to Figure 

3(ffl). showir^g the gukJance means defined by spaced guidance plates and separated l>y a 

thermaBy conductive metal bkxk defining the recessed bed of the press, 

Figure 4 is a schematk: sectional elevation of continuous oven means for t>aking the borxled 

intermediate fining sheet to a further degree of cure on an unconstrained fonm and on a 

corttinuous basis, and 

Figures 5(a) to 5(c) are sectional elevatkMis. generally similar to Ftgure 3(b) of alternative 

detafled fomra of press bed. 



Figure S(d) is a sectional elevation, similar to Figure 5(b) but showing the inversion of 

relationship betwveen guidance means, press bed and closure member. 

Figure 6 is a sectional elevation of an alternative fomi of stabilising press in which the green 

lining sheet is introduced vertically an<J sandwiching pressure applied horizontally, and 

Figure 7 is a sectional elevation, similar to that of Figure 3{a). through a separate embodiment 

of stabilising press in which the closure member includes an array of small vent apertLues 

commurwating with the atmosphere whereby the Bnwig element can vent directly from the 

major face thereof that is pressed by the closure member. 

Referring to Figure 1. the component parts of a friction element in the torn of a brake shoe of 

the type used in a drum brake are shown. A shoe body 11 is ftxmed of steel and comprises a 

cylindrically curved platform 12. which forms a section of a notional right circular cylinder having 

an arc length L in the direction of cun/ature and being substantially flat of width W in a 

transverse direction parallel to ttie longitudinal axis of the notional cylinder defining the 

curvature, and a substantially planar bracing web 13. whkii extends peqpendicularty to the 

platfomi as a central spine and to the edge of whteh web the platfomi is welded at intervals 

atong its length to define the curvature. The shoe body is conventional in structure and may 

confomi with conventional variants, such as the platfonm being divkJed atong its length and 

assembled from two "half-platforms" weWed to the web. 

In add'rtk>n to the shoe body the components include a frictton fining element 16. The lining 

element is conventional in including frictksn modifying materials and reinforcement fibre and/or 

filaments in a complex themiosetting copolymer matrix of a thermosetting resin and nitrite 

oJbbec as a t>inder. 

The lining element is dimensionally fixed due to cross-linking and curing of the thermosetting 

resin binder at elevated temperature and pressure, the precise values of which detemnines the 

fricttonai and physical parameters of the lining. 

The cured lining having so<alled final dim nskjns, that is, the dmensions at the nd of the 

curing phase, is dressed, that is. cut ground and otherwise machined or drilled to impart 

precise size and degree of curvature to the major faces 17.18. thickness TL to minor faces 19 
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and fbdng holes 20, ail of which are known in the art 

It is also known for such a dressed lining to be produced tnitially as a larger sheet Iff, as 

shown In Figure 1(b), from which individual linings are cut as indicated by broken fines 16-. 

Ctearly any tece madiining and/or drilling can be carried out on the lining sheet prior to it being 

cut into iruSvkii^ Inortss. 

The present invention prindpaRy concerns the manufacture of a lining sheet having properties 

snd dimensior^ sutable to such dressing and provision of several linings 16, but it will be 

understood that a fining sheet may be manufactured substantially of the lining dimen^ons 

nec^ired for a single shoe. 

Referrtng now to Figure 2(a). wWch is a ftow chart indfcating both the processes or operaltonal 

steps thst form the msviufacture of a frictton lining sheet of such thickriess and cun/ature as to 

serve as a dynamic or server, drum brake of a medium sized (1 tonne gross. 2 litre engine) 

passer^jer automc^ or parking brake of a simter or larger vehicle and. where appropriate, 

specific apparatus for performing those prooesses, and to Figures 2(b) to 2(d) whk:h iilustrste 

She products of such steps, a frfction material is produced in conventk>nal manrter in 

fbmnulSilSng mosns (30) by admi»ir>g (31) the above described ingredients, the rubbes* as a 

fir^e powder in whech the motecidar chains have been reduced mechanically so that it is abie to 

combine chemicaly with the resin used in Ik^id ft>rm. to give the binder a handleable plastk: 

oon^sb^tQf and suited to roffing (32) si^)stantiaily at ambient temperature to define with ^ 

firkdson modifying and reinf6rcem(^ ingredients a so-called green inir^ sheet 40. Figtre 2(b), 

of pr<»fetermtned density OG and dispose the fibrous materials in alignment with major feces 

41. 42. boimded by mffK>r faces 43, that define its rolled thickness TQ. For a tinirtg element 

haviiTtg fihs (9mensions fbr this dass of breke a lining thickness TL of about 4.5mm and a green 

1thkd<ness of To of 6mm or less is to be expected. The rofling also includes a curling, or radkjs- 

(HolBng, step (33) whereby the lining sheet is passed between rollers runrung at different speeds 

and assumes a generally cylindrical curvature oonrespondir^ approximately to the curvature of 

^ brs^e shoe piatfbmi for whkrh it is intended. 

DeperK^r^ upon the nature of the thermosetting resin binder, that is, whether or not its curing 

fftsstiis m gases yMXrm ^ material, ^ density Do of the green fining element sheet is typxalty 

80%-95% of the density Dt required of the lining when the resan is cured arxj it is secured to 

the she© platform, that is, DG=(DL-6D0. AS IS common in th art, the density required of the final 
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lining is I ss than the theoretical maximum density, typically of the order of 95%. so that the 

rolled material may have a density of 75%-30% of being fully densified. 

Ukewise. the rolled thickness TG at this loA^r density is correspondingly greater than the 

desired final thtekness T to altow the change in vokjme by v»«y of minor changes in length and 

width and to produce said change 5D in density by way of a reduction in thickness, that is To = 

CTL+6TL). 

The rolled, arcuate green lining sheet 40 is disposed in a stabilising press SO such that one 

major face of the sheet rests on a heated bed of the press substantially confbmning thereto .n 

curvature and the opposite maior face is abutted by a heated non-seaHng ctosure member 

confomiing substantially to the cun^ature of lhat face (as more fully described below), a 

sandwiching^jressure time regime is established v«hich results,        a short Interval typically 

less than one minute, in the therrnosetting rssins of the lining achieving sufficient degree of 

cross-linking and settingnip to give a dimensfonally stabilised, partially cured. intem«d«te 

lining sheet. 45. Figure 2(c). thart can be removed from the stabilising press and subjecied 

unconfined to continued elevated temperature and resultant cross^inking of the resin by so 

called freeing in oven means (100). The oven means is hekJ at a temperature in the range 

240.300-0 and each intemiediate lining sheet is disposed therein for about 2O60 minutes to 

achieve a degree of friction material curing typically required for a friction lining of a brake to 

give H the properties of hardness and mechanical strength required, resulting in a final, 

undressed, lining sheet 46. Figure 2(d). vvhich has the physk:al properties and dimenstons 

requiring only minor dressing operattons to give the dressed lining sheet 16'. 

It will be appreciated that the techniques and apparatus emptoyed in the steps (31H33) with 

regard to the lining sheet are substantially conventional and they, and the collectively named 

fbrmulating means 30 for effecting them, do not require describing or illustrating in greater 

detail. 

Referring also to Figures 3(a) and 3(b). the stabiHsing press 50 associated with that operation 

step is dimensioned and shaped to produce the intem^ediate lining sheet 45 of Figure 2(c). 

The press 50 comprises a recessed bed 51. the floor 52 of which is arcuate in on direction 

and has a cunrature substantially corresponding to the radius of cun/ature required of the lining 

and dimensioned to receive green lining sheet 40 with said convex major face 42 against 
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the floor. 

A rton-seafing cSosure mambar 53. having an arcuatB closure teoa 54 that cocresponds to the 

proRs nsquSred of ths opposrte major feoa 41 of the lining sheet, is supported oveilying the bed 

v»ah the closure feoe 54 directed towards the bed by guidance means 55 arranged to effect 

giwtence to relative motion between the closure member and the bed in a direction towards 

and mm^ from the bed. 

SImcturaly, the stabilising press 50 comprises a pair of spaced metal guidance plates 56, 57 

spaced apart by the \ftfldth of the closure member 53 such that it can slide freely between the 

fecsig surfeices 56" and 57 respediveiy thereof which define the guidance means 55 and 

without effisci^ any seal to gaseous products. 

The ptete S3 has a shoulder 58 extending from said facing surface SS* towards the facing plate 

57 and likewise the plate 57 has a corresponding shoulder 59. The shoulders define the bed 

51 <rf tie pr®S8 and ar© separated by a metal spacing block 60 which defines, and provides 

with ths shouklers, ma floor 52. 

Ttvs shoulders 58 and 59 and the surface of the metal spacing block 60 are. of course, arcuate 

and dafine th® part-cylindrical cun/ature of the bad of the press. The btock 60 further comprises 

r^ssd pcrtkjns 62.63 spaced ap«t in a directran parallel to the planes of the guMance plates 

end defining the ends of the recessed bad. 

Hteating mssms, indicated generaBy at 64. is oporsbte to heat each of the bed and ctosure 

msmbar. perticulerty the surface 52 of the bed and closure surface 54 of the ctosure member, 

to tsrr?>8fatL»®s in excess of a so-called setting-up temperature requifiMl to initiatB cross-finking 

oJ fita gr»3n thanmosetang resin bandar. TypccaBy a temperature in the renge 210^250^ is 

sotight dapandir^g i^«5n the pradse thermosetting properties of the materials. The heating 

nmm comprises cna or more aparturas 65 in btock 60, into each of which is inserted a 

hasSftS etamant 68 to s<^>ply haat to tS^ press bad 52 and mavitain it at a desired 

tsnparature, and one or more apertures 67 HI the ctosure member 53 into each of which is 

insfStsd a haatbig elarrtam 68. 

The adgss 56" arid 57" respactively of the guidance plates remote from the shouWers that 

dafma the press bad are conveniently also arcuate to facilitate placing of the green lining sheet 
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between the guidance plates and against the bed. 

The press 50 also includes ram means, indicated generally at 70. having parts displaceable 

relative to each other and fixed and movable respectively with respect to the bed 51. The ram 

means is operable to drive the dosure member towards and away from the bed of the press. 

Conveniently the ram means comprises a simple pneumatic piston and cylinder arrangement 

71 and a source 72 of pressurised fluid for the cylinder, to displace the piston with respect 

thereto, which is able to exert a limited maximum pressure only on the dosure member, such 

pressure being low for a manufacture in this art and of the order of 50-150 kN/m^ (7-21.75 psi) 

for a lining sheet of this thickness. 

The ram means further indudes a ram interface 75 coupled to movabJe ram part 71 at 78 and 

to the dosure member at 79, conveniently one or both couplings being pivoted. 

Locking means, indfcated schemattaally at 80. is operable to retain the dosure member in 

position with respect to the bed when required and notwithstanding the level of any reaction or 

back pressure exerted on the ram means by the dosure member. 

The stabilising press further indudes control means 80 whedi controls and co-ordinates many 

of the integsrs of the press described above such that it operates in accordance with a 

predetermined regime to produce the above-mentkjned dimensionally stabilised, partially 

cured, intemnedlate lining sheet 45 of density Di and thickness T|. 

The control means SO is coupled to provide instniction signals to. and receive monitoring 

signals from, the ram means and locking means, in particular monitoring the reactton pressure 

imposed upon the tocking means by pressure within the lining sheet The control means may 

also, for corwenience, control the heating means 64. 

Considering operation of the stabiKsing press in prtxludng an mtermediate lining sheet 45. 

dosure member 53 and the bed of the press are heated by the elements 64 and 65 to th 

temperature defined by the control rr^eans. The recess fkxw 52 of the press and dosure face 

54 are treated with a mould re! ase agent fif th y do not have a permanent non-stick coating) 

and the arcuate green element 40 is disposed manually or by machine on the bed floor. 

The pre-heated dosure m mber is displaced between the guide plates 56, 57 by the ram 
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means and permitted to rest on the concave face 42 of the green lining sh et. At this time the 

lining sheet is. byway of its major faces 41 and 42, in receipt of heat transf oed from the press 

bed and closure merrAer face and becomes, at least at the surface regions, relatively fluid or 

mobile. 

The ram means is actuated by the cpntrol means such that the ram interface applies a 

sandwiching presstro which is increased from the initial, substantially zero, pressure for a 

pfBdetermtned consolidating inten/al to reach a said predetenmined. but still relatively low, level. 

The instantaneous pressure level effects plastic flow of the green lining materials into 

confbmMy wHh the recessed bed 51 but, bearir)g in mind the absence of sealing between the 

dosure member aid guidance plates, is chosen to avoid any significant extrusion of the ftiing 

material between the closure member arxl guidance rneans before the onset of cross-linking 

and setting-up of the resin. Such consolidation of the more fluid material under pressure has 

an effect of reducvig its thickness somewhat After an initial heat-absort>ing period in vAvtih the 

resin birxter achieves this fluidity, cross-linking begins to occur which results in evolution of 

gasses «id vapours within the matrix of the lining, including those trapped by the initial mixing 

and roDing, whk:h an capable of leaving the element between the carrier and gukJance plates. 

Such gases ve helped out of the element by the increasing sandwkivng pressure and the k>ss 

of these may result m a reductkxi of thkd<ness from To = (TL+STO to T| = (TL-»^S|Tt). 

For an *automobie size' of brake shoe frictkxi element it has been found that increasrig the 

pressure over a consolidating interval of approximately 4-6 seconds to a level within the range 

of 35-120 kN/m^ (5-17 psi) is suitable and for a more extensive sheet, within the (range 

S0-150kN/m^ (7-21.75 psi"). 

Furthermore, after only a few seconds that represents the consofidatirig interval the cross- 

linking of the thermosetting resin t>iruJer at the surface regions of the element in receipt of heat 

from the bed arKi ctosure memt>er Is sufTksentty advanced that most of the initially present and 

evolved gases and vapours have been forced out as setting-up commences and the 

dimensions of the sheet are those applk:abie to the fuHy cured fining sheet notwithstanding 

that the txiik of the lining material has r>ot achieved such level of cross-linking and is still to 

mdergo such process with its poteritially attendant gas a^ volutkm. 

At ttie efYd of the aforementkxied and predetermined consoKdating interval, the control means 

actuates tt>e kxiking means 80 which ma^itains the separatxxi achieved betwveen the ctosira 
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member and press bed for a further, setting-up period, typically about 45-120 seconds, to 

pennit a further degree of cross-linking adjacent the heated surfaces and progressiv ly further 

within the bulk of the material. Notwithstanding that internal pressures are generated within the 

lining material by gases evolving during said ooss-linking. which internal pressures react 

against the locWng means, these gases are permitted to escape the boundaries whilst the 

locking means prevents the relatively fragile solidified major surface regions from being 

mptured by these additfonal. but relatively short-lived, internal forces. 

At the end of this settingHip period, the levd of reactkw subsides significantly so that 

notwithstanding the incomptete level of cross-linking within the resin binder, the lining element 

can be removed ftwi constraint and remain dimenstonally stable having achieved its final 

density Di {-DO and thickness T|. 

The control means SO monitors the pressure exerted by the curing lining sheet on the ram 

means and locking means thrt>ughout the consolidating and setting-up Intervals; during the 

consolidating Interval the pressure exerted by the ram is a measure of this and during the 

setting-up mten/al. the force exerted on the tocWng means by the sheet pressure is measured 

by a k>ad ceO 92. or the like. 

It will be appreciated that effecting a rapid setting^p and partial cure that results in a 

dimensionally stable intermediate lining sheet is subject to a number of interrelated variables, 

such as lining material composition, dimenskxis. bed and ctosure member temperatures, 

applied consolidating pressure and rate. 

It is found rrwst practicable to undertake, for a partkular friction lining material composition and 

final lining sheet size, experimental operation with various temperatures, consolidating 

pressure rate and interval and settingnip interval parameters which results in an intermediate 

Bning sheet having the correct dimenstons and density, that is. known to result in friction lining 

having the desired physkal properties after said unconfined baking. Thereafter, and 

substantially reproduced the manufacture, the temperature, sandwiching pressure and time 

inten/als are stored in the control means, or means coupled thereto, the reaction pressures 

from the lining sheet are fT>onitored s a function of time throughout tine consolidating and 

setting-up inten/als and the monitored and stored param ters compared, it being possiW to 

determine with a consklerabte degree of certainty that the intemiediate lining sheet is 

satisfactory or not; that is. whether or not it is to be accepted or declared a reject 
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Most pracfcaWy. the temparature and pressures parameter are monitored by sampting at 

intend and. if necessaiy. any parameter values at intemiediate times interpolated from these. 

The values obtained at, or interpolated from, the sampling times are compared with the stored 

acceptsbid valuas for conesponding points of the process against a predetemiined and 

nslativetyanall threshokJ of discrepancy, whereby if only a few samples depart from th^ 

parameters v«thout showing a trend, that is. there is overaH confomiity. the intemwdiate 

product is not rejected. Alternatively or additionally, each value of temperature and/or pressure 

monitored at a sampling time may be compared with stored acceptable values for a 

corresponding point of the process and any discrepancy in excess of a predetemnined and 

reiativeV tes^ threshoW nesuSt In instart r^eca^ 

may be ^)p55sd together. Furthemwre such comparisons may folow (fifferent criteria and the 

parameters may be monitored on a continuous basis rather than by samples. 

At the «Td of the setting-up interval, the control means releases the locking means, the ram 

means ® retracted away from the b®d 8«d the now partially cured intemiediate sheet is lifted 

from the bed of the press by way of the guidance plates and depending upon the result of the 

monitorirtg and comparisons undertaken by the control means, at least an indication is given 

vahethsr cr rwt ihs sheet is suited to be passed to the further free-baking operation or 

The h^tsd press bed and dosure face are each treated with mould release agent if 

r>80BSS2*y and the cyde is repeated of disposing a green lining sheet in the recess and placing 

a prehsated dosure member thereon befbre applying sandwiching pressure. 

Each ifttemiediate lining sheet that is removed from the stabilising press, and is not considered 

a raij«a. te® md} strength as to be dimensionally stabts both to handling forces and any 

mtamaifkSTces resulting from continuation of the cross-linking process accelerated by etevated 

temperalLse. 

Each acSi intermediate lining sheet 45 is placed in oven means 100 maintained at a 

temperatwe that is conventional for final curing of friction lining material based on 

tttemtoss^ resm binders, in the range 240-300»C. The intennediat lining sheet which has 

a compsraSively tow thermal mass and may stiB be hot from the stabilising press, is. absent the 

traditionalcarrier vMth its large thennal capacity or any additional means to effect constraint on 

the fining ^reat, quickly abte to absort> heat necessary to continue curing of the themiosetting 
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resins of the lining element sheet Each intermediate lining sh et is held within the baking 

oven for said relatively short time interval of 2(V60 minutes during v^ich the additional degree 

of resin curing achieves the desired degree of hardness and mechanical strength required of a 

lining sheet for use in a brake shoe of a vehicle wheel. Clearly the degree of final curing by 

whkdi desired physical properties can t>e achieved is open to variatk)n by changing the precise 

duration of free baking in the oven and/or temperature of the oven. 

The oven means 100. shown schematically in Rgure 4. is a continuous oven having a 

curtained inlet regkxi 101, to receive the bonded intermediate lining sheets, and transport 

means 102 in the form of a continuous conveyor belt on which the sheets are supported, 

operable to transport each sheet through the oven in a predetemwied time interval and 

dis<*iarge it therefrom at a curtained outlet region 103. An altefnative transport means, not 

shown is an overhead track or the like from whk:h each sheet is suspended. 

The resultant friction lining sheet 46 of thickness T| = (Tt-^6|T0 is then of a form corresponding 

to one produced in much tonger time by the conventfonal process and able to be dressed by 

the aforementtoned machining of its thickness by 6,TL. drilling, cutting etc. 

It vwll be appreciated that notwithstanding the eight-to ten-fold reduction in time spent by each 

intermediate lining sheet in the oven means to obtain a commercially useful throughput from 

such oven means, dictates that a significant numt^er of intermediate lining sheets are 

contained within the oven at any instant 

With some forms of transport system, such as an overhead conveyor from which the sheets 

hang, the track may follow a meandering path through the oven which the products enter and 

leave serially. In such a case tf>e each intermediate sheet released from the stabilising press 

may be directly attached to this transport system, so that tt^ throughput rate of the oven 

matches that of the stabilising press, subject of course to any rejects. 

With other forms of transport system, such as conveyor belt with which it is less easy to devise 

other than a direct route through the oven, it may be appropriate to have one or more 

stabSising presses 50 providing intermediate lining sheets at a rat greater than th cyde rate 

of an indivkjual press as described abov . For xample, a plurality of stabilising presses may 

be set up and operated in parallel; this is economk:ally feasible through the use of relatively 

inexpensive pneumatic ram means and the exceptionally low sandwkiiing pressure applied 
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thetiBby in the consolidation interval and simple configuration of press bed and guidance 

means. 

Altematively. a plurality of press beds may be movably disposable with respect to single ram 

means. <mamH from that described above in that the loddng means is arranged to lock the 

dosura member (SrecSiy v>«h respect to the guide mecms. possibly manually, so that the ram 

can be retracted after the short consolidation inten/al and the bed moved for the duration of the 

setting-up interval whilst the ram means is employed in applying sandwiching pressure to a 

replacement bed. 

Clearly there are a number of options available for perfomiing the sandwiching operation 

throt^hout consoSdation and setting-up intervals. 

Within the consofidalif^ inteo«l the control means as described may admit gas to the 

pneumatic ram rrwans such that the load the ram applies to the shoe body increases in any 

spedfied manner for the consolidating interval. The load may be caused to increase 

substsntBS% linearly throughout the intarrial or foMow sorne 

it may also respond to back-pressure ftom within the lining element to rrxxfify the load vs. time 

relationsh^. 

ItwiB be appreciated that the duratton of the setting-up inten«l may be chosen in response to 

tint® constraints ir^posed by other processes such that the cross-linking has not proceeded to 

a degree wherein the reaction pressure on the tocking means has subsided to a level and for a 

duratton that it is safe to reteas© the tecking rrteans from the stilMveated Bnirnj sheet without 

that sudden drc^ tfi pressure being significant in respect of creating gases and/or vapours in 

the thermosetting materials. In siwh circumstances, the control means may be arranged to 

cause the rm\ meam to apply a sandwkdiing pressure equal to that rrtonitored from the tocking 

rrvsans ©rvd. after release of the tockir^ means, ramp down the ram pressiwe as a fiirtdion of 

time. 

Altematively, instead of detemwiing a substantially fixed and impfidtJy conservative setting-up 

interval after which the level of reaction is certain to have fallen, the control means may. as a 

residt of rrwnitoring the reactwn pressure level, determine in each case when the level has 

tidien to a consistently low value to temninate the setting-up interval on that basis. 
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From the above descriptions it will l>e appreciated that within certain constraints, usually 

temperature ranges associated with cross-Snking k>ehaviour of the thermosetting resin 

materials used in making friction lining materials, there is scope for variation of time inten^ls 

and some process steps in accordance with the specific materials emptoyed and the physical 

parameters desired of the finished frictton element However, notwHhstending such rrtinor 

variations, it will be appreciated that the initiai cross-linking/stabtlising phase undertaken in the 

st^Tising press has a duration of about one minute. irKduding toading arnl untoading. arxJ the 

free baking of the dimensionally stabilised lining sheet tekes only 60 minutes or less. 

It is to be expected that friction elements having larger sizes of lining, particularly in thickness. 

re<iuir8 chartges in durations and pressures and possibly temperatures to ensure that the 

larger volumes of gases trapped further from venting surfe5ces can be expelled property and 

achieve a uniform density of lining and heat for cross-linking can penetrate to ail parts of the 

Gning sheet to be in prindpie as descrit>ed above. 

whereas the above described manufacturing process is configured to materials which 

th^nselves. and as a result of the admixing and rolling into plastic form, have trapped gases 

and/or volatile materials and/or take part in chemical reactions (typically, but not necessarily, 

condensation reactions) during curing which gives rise to such gases, and for which the ability 

to vent such gases is essential, it will be appreciated however that the resin binder material 

may have a composition which cures wittiout significant evolution of gases, but Oie method 

and apparatus as described above may stilt be employed. 

Whereas the above descriptions have concentrated on the production of a friction lining sheet 

that is suitable after dressing for an arcuate txake shoe of which the friction lining is intend^j to 

b^r against a cylindrical brake drum, it may also be emptoyed. with modification only to the 

stepe of the bed and closure members, to manufacture a substentially flat sheet for brakes of 

other types such as for a disc brake pad. or dutch plate. 

R ysM also be appredated that the stnjctune of the stabilising press may be varied from that 

descrit^ed above whilst performing the same function. For example the bed of the press may 

be shaped to support the concave face of the green lining sheet 

tt v^R be appredated that although it is convenient to toad and untoad the stat)ilising press 

rrrarujally, tiie relatively simple operations may be performed by mechanical manipulation 
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means. co-orxlinated with, or under the control of. the control means SO. 

In particular such manipulation couW be associated with automatically ejecting n^ect 

intemiediate Ining sheets from the process and preventing their reaching the oven means 100. 

Other variations are possible, For example, the ram means may comprise a mechanical lead 

screw arrangement or a hydraulic piston and cylinder arrangement; in the latter case the 

locking means may operate by providing a hydraulic tock and the readton pressure measured 

by way of monitoring prsssures or pressure differentials within the hydraulic tock. 

It viflll be appreciated that the extrenvaJy taw consoSdating pressure ajjpied by the stabilising 

prass is fikeSy to bs insufficient to effect signifttant rsdistributkjn of the nrwterial of tha lining 

shaate whilst avoiding «Kcessive extfuston. For eKampJe. if 

have radH of curvature that result in their ftoor and dosuie face respectively being other than 

parallei and the green lining sheet is of unifbnn thickness then the pressure is unlikely to permit 

inore t^an a minor deviatton in cun/ature of one or both of the m^ faces of the sheet by th 

press to achceve nonninlfbrm thickness. However, the consoBdating pressure itself, or a pre- 

ccnsoS<fei»^ or shaping pressure, nwy be a^ipfied by the ram means to enabte the ctosure 

nwtibar to bs^d a substantially ftet but plastk: green lining sheet, supported at individual po^ 

by ttta proJBsd bed. into confbnnfty with the bed and dosuTB cnember prior to applkation of 

consolidating presswe. 

Furthormcr©. given tfiat the Ining sheet is famed by roMng. one or both m^ faces may be 

profited by a pattern, of peaks and recesses that comprise a 'rouj^' finish for mecharvcal 

©ngagsmsnt of tha cunsd lining or to ease cutting of the cured rftset. and conesponding 

pfofSss (nsossses and peaks) may be provided at the surface of the press bed and/or the 

ck5sure mat^ whereby notwithstan<fing the absence of a sinooth mayor surface, the sheet 

abuttsd aitd supported in conformity with the whole surface. 

It wiH be e?jprecsti3d that the bed of the stabilising press may be fbnned other than by 

ccsvi^natccn of shoukisr and guidance plates and an inten/ening btock. For Instance, as 

illustrated in Rgurs 5{a). the shouWer of each guidarKa plate 56i. 57i may tie more extansiv 

such «hs* ©«y abut each other and obviate the separate bkwk. Altsmativaly. as HlustFated in 

Rgurs 5(b). St® gucdance pteites 582. 57t may be fomsd vMthout the above-described intisgral 

shoidders arrd tte ftoor of the recessed bad be fbmned totally by ttte surface of a separate 
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block 60 as described above. 

Furthermore, in any of the above-described configurations, the guidance plates may be 

separable from each other to facilitate removal of an intermediate lining sheet and. possibly, 

insertion of a green lining sheet Such an embodiment may be particulariy attractive in which 

the floor of the bed is split parallel to the guidance plates whereby the plates and bed parts can 

be moved apart to pemrut an intermediate fining sheet to drop from the stabilising press. 

A recessed bed fbnned simply between the guidance plates and a floor joining them may 

result in the minor edges of the green lining sheet being enclosed by the guidance plate under 

consoTidating pressures to the extent that, notwithstanding the absence of specific sealing that 

effects a venting path be^ween the dosure member and guidance plates, the gases evolved 

during the consolidating and setting-up inten^ls do not readily escape from the lining sheet 

and represent by the pressure thereof within the sheet a possible cause of sheet rejection by 

the control means. 

The recessed bed of the stabilising press may be fbrmed as shown in the sectional elevation of 

Figure 5(c) with the surface W of block 10 displaced with respect to the shoulders 58. 59 of 

the guidance plates to such extent that a shallow recess 51'. is formed in the floor of the bed of 

less depth than the thictoiess (T(+5T,) required of the intermediate lining sheet but at least as 

extensive as the other dimensions so that the green lining sheet 40 can be received in it When 

so received, as shown ghosted, the major face 41 of the green lining sheet opposite to that 

supported by the floor of the recess is vsflthout this recess, thereby exposing in part the minor 

surfaces 43 of the sheet spaced from the gifidance plates by the width of the shoulders 58 and 

59 and. notwithstanding any minor degree of extrusion of the lining material into the spaces as 

a result of the low consolidation pressure. provid«J a more efficient and certain escape route 

for gases vented during the consolidation and setbng-up intervals. 

In yet another variant of the stabilising press shown at 500 in F«gure 5(d) the annangement of 

Figure 5(b) is modified such that the member 501 with major surface 502 attached to the ram 

means includes spaced, depending guidance plates 503 and 504 which, in reciprocation, can 

suiTOund an un-walled member 505 having surface 508. the members 501 and 505 being 

correspondingly ftat or arcuate in a directicn orthogonally to the plane of the Figure. TWs may 

be viewed as having the guidance plates coupled to dosure member 501 rather than member 

505 defining press bed 508; attenr«tively. this may be viewed as the member 501 defining 
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press bed 602 and the member 508 defining the closure member, that is. with the ram means 

arrangad to move the pnsss bad rather than closure member. It will be appreciated that as such 

reciprocal movement between press bed and closure member is relative, in any of the 

embodiments described and aiustrated above, the ram means may undertake absolute 

movement of the press bed vwth respect to a fixed' closure member. 

It will also be appredatad that when the press bed and closure member are correspondingly 

arcuate in one plane, it is possible for either one to be concave or convex, provided they are 

the substantially same as each other. 

K VMS be appredalBd that with the essentially vertical sandvwching motion and generally 

longitudinsiliy extending press bad and dosure member surface, A is most convenient to 

dispose the green lining sheet wSSn respect to the press by placing it manually or mechanically 

ytmx ens majcf ffece thereof against the press bed (or dosure member, depending on how 

defined). Ihe stabilising press may be oriented such that the rec^rocation of the ram means is 

essentislly horizontal, that Is. the plane of the lining sheet is substantially vertical. This may be 

impjememsd, as ffiustrated in stabilising press 600 in Rgure 6. such that the green lining sheet 

601 is placed between the horizontally planar guidance plates 602 and 603 by v»«y of an 

aperture 604 in the upper one so that initially its major faces are in contact with neither the 

press bed 605 nor dosure member 608. The ram means 607 may then be controted to contact 

one face 608 of the green lining sheet 601 and displace it laterally and away from the aperture 

604 fully between the guidance plates until its opposite msyor face 609 contacts the press bed 

605. 

The stabilising press as described above may be further modified in respect of the dosure 

member. As iaustratad in Figures 3<a) and (b) the dosure member has the single surface 54. 

dsffined as the dosure face, oortfomtirtg to the arcuate shape of the press l>ed and is 

pemianently coupJed to the ram means, being retractable thereby to permit positioning of a 

gr»sn fewrtg sh®st and removal of the intemtsdiate lining sheet It wiB be appractatad that the 

ctosure member may be dismourrtabte from the ram interface, or with the ram interface from 

the ram. It v«ll be appreciated tfiat such demountable dosure member will lose heat unless it is 

coupted to the heating means; if it is not practicable to maintain the internal heating elements 

coupled permanently, the heating elements may be arranged to effect a rapid temperature 

increase and/or the heating means may comprise a separate preheating oven (indicated at 64* 

in Figure 2(a)) in which the dosure member is disposed when not attached to the ram 
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tnt rface; such preheating oven couid be a continuous oven as d scribe for oven means 100 

and deliver pre-heated dosure m mbers on a timed continuous basis synchronised to the 

pressing operation. 

Not only the dosure member, but also the press bed itself may be discrete from the source of 

heat, either being pre-heated in a remote oven or the like before use or mounted on a heated 

bed or hot-plate to receive heat therefrom by conduction. 

Furthermore, although the above description has concentrated on the ability to rapidly define 

final dimensions by initially applying heat to at least the major ^ces of the lining sheet to 

commence a combined gentle mouldirig and setdng-up of resin binder of the surface regions, it 

ml\ be appreciated that if it is required by virtue of the lining sheet dimensions and/or materials 

to comm^Tce sudh consoBdating and setting-up more slowly, and not 'over-cure' the surface 

regions to too great an extent in advance of deeper rsgions, then orte of the press bed and 

dosure member may t>e unheated above ambient temperature and the heat that complements 

the conscSdating pressure be applied through one face only, or one or both bodies may be 

raised in temperature with the lining element in situ to effect such a said more progressive input 

of heat to the surface regions of the lining sheet 

In the embodiment variation described above with reference to Figure 5(c) it was discussed 

that provision be made for ensuring that venting could occur by way of at least parts of th 

minor surfaces of the lining sheet and Ijetween the dosure member and guidance means. 

In a further embodiment of stabilising press, indicated at 750 in Figure 7, the press differ from 

that 50 of Rgure 3(a) (but like parts are given like references) in that the dosure member 753 

has. at its dosure face 754 a surface perforated with an array of small holes 755 each 

sufficiently large to permit venting of gases from the major face of the lining sheet it abuts, but 

also suffidentJy small to prevent extrusion of the friction material therethrough to the ext nt 

v^^here it coutd (aftor setting-up) become mechanically interlocked with the dosure face and 

inhibit separation and/or fomi a disruptkKi to the material that exter>ds within its bulk. It is to be 

expected tfiat such dosure face woukl result in a major face of the cured lining sheet having an 

array of shallow peaks naadily removed by subsequent dr ssing as mentioned above, or left in 

place to assist subsequent seeing of th sheetinabrek 

The perforated dosure face may be fomned. as illustrated, in a sheet 758 which overiies a 
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plenum chamber 757 vented to the atmosphere by way of through-apertures 758 in the dosure 

member body, or (not shown) be fbmied by apertures which extend individually through the 

dosure member may of course be fWmed if appropriate in side walls of the dosure member 

ar)d/or slabiliskig press bed or guide plates. 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method of manufacturing a fritiion lining sheet comprising 

(1) producing a plastic, green friction lining sheet, including fibrous and/or filamentary 

reinforcement and friction modMying materials in an uncured thermosetting binder 

matrix, below a setting-up temperature required to initiate cross-linking of tt^ binder 

matrix arKi disposed between opposite major faces defining the sheet ttiickness, 

(2) disposing the green lining sheet in a stabilising press, having a bed conforming 

substantially to the shape and cBmensions required of a major face of the lining sheet 

sandwiching it between the bed and a non-sealing closure member, corresponding to 

the shape required of the opposite major face of the lining sheet, at least one of said 

bed and closure members being heated to a temperaturB in excess of said setting-up 

temperature, 

(3) applying to the sandwiched green lining sheet by way of the closure member and 

l)ed, a consolidating pressure irK^easing over a predetermir^ consolidation interval 

from substantially zero to a predetermined level permitting plastic flow of the sheet into 

conformity with tiie recessed bed and closure member but without significant extrusion 

before onset of cross-linking of the thermosetting resin txnder, and thereafter 

maintaining the separation between member and bed achieved at ttie end of the 

consolidation interval for a setting-up inten/al to permit cross-linking adjacent the heated 

surfaces to define a partially cured, dimensionally stat>ilised intermediate lining sheet 

having the final dimensions of the lining, 

(4) rerTK>ving the bonded intermediate lining sheet from the stat^lising press and 

(5) baking the intermediate lifting sheet unconstrained at a predetennined baking 

temperature in excess of said setting-up temperature and for a baking interval to effect 

further curing of the thermosetting resin of the dimensionally defined lining sheet to a 

predetemnined level of hardness and stiBngth. 

2. A method as claimed in daim 1 comprising disposing the green lining sheet witii one 

major face against the l)ed and guiding ttie dosure member towards the bed to bear 

against th opposite maior face of the lining sheet 

3. Am thod as daimed in daim 1 or daim 2 comprising h ating th dosure member to a 
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temperature in the range 180-250^ immediately prior to sandwiching the green lining 

sheet l)etween the closure m mber and bed of the stabilising press. 

4. A mejhod as daimed in any one of daims 1 to 3 comprising maintaining the bed of th 

stabiliising press at a temperature in the range 200*^ to 250^. 

5. A me!hod as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 4 comprising increasing said 

consoSdsiing pressure to said predetermined level in the range 35-150 kN/m^ 

(5-21.75 psO over a consolidatirTg interval in the range 4-6 seconds. 

6. A meSiod as daimed in daim 5 comprising maintaining the sep^ation bebAfeen dosure 

merr^ and bed achieved at the end off the consoBdating oTten/al for a setting-up 

inten/al of in the range 40-120 seconds. 

7. A method as daimed in any one of daims 1 to 6 comprising monitoring the pressure 

v^in the lining element in the press sandwiched between platfomi and press bed 

throughout tfte consoJedating and setting-up intervals. 

8. A method as daimed in daim 7 comprising detemiining when the monitored Hning 

(Stemsnt pressure has reached a stable prsdetermir^ed low value to indicate an end of 

the sefiing-up inten/al. 

9. A m^wl as dsBned in daim 7 or daim 8 comprising (a) storwig par^net^ relating to 

suitabJe pressure values v^n the lining sheet as a furK:tson of tirrvs through th 

consdklating and setting-up intervals that are known to resuR ri a friction lining having 

desin^ physical properties, (b) monitoring continuously the pressure exerted on fflva 

gngjsji sheet during the consofidating interval and reaction pressure exerted by 

tSrs Erirtg sh^t durir^ the setting up interval, (c) comparing the rtwnitored and stored 

V8*U3S and (d) provkSing. in nsspor>se to a predetermined degree of deviation between 

the vskies, an indicatton that the bonded intermediate product is unsatisfactory arxl a 

n^ed 

10. A rristhod as daimed in any one of daims 1 to 9 comprising baking the intermediate 

msng sheet at a temperature in the range 24O-300**C for a baking interval in the rar>ge 

20-^ minutes. 
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A method as claimed in any one of daims 1 to 10 comprising producing said green 

lining sheet having a density in the range of 80% to 95% of the density required of the 

lining and a volume correspondingly greater than required of the lining. 

A method as claimed in daim any one of daims 1 to 11 comprising produdng said 

green lining sheet by rolling to effect ssid major faces by contact with rolling surfaces 

and alignment of said reinforcement \Mth said major faces. 

A method as daimed in any one of dasms 1 to 13 comprising forming said green lining 

sheet as an elongate slab arKi defomwg said slab betvueen its erKis into a substantially 

cyBndrically arcuate shape oonfbmwtg to a cySndricaBy arcuate platform of a brake 

shoe for which intended. 

A method as daimed in daim 13 comprising deforming said slab by passage between 

curiing rollers. 

A method of manufacturir^ a fridron Bning. substantially as herein described with 

reference to the accompanying drawirtgs. 

An arrangement for produdng a friction lining comprising fibrous and/or filamentary 

retrrfofcement and friction modifying materials in a thermosetting binder matrix t>etween 

one major face of the element arwj an opposite one defining its thickness, the 

arrangement comprising 

a) fomiulating means, operable to produce a green friction Sning sheet, in which the 

thermosetting birKlto- matrix is uncured and below a setting-up temperature at which 

cross-linking thereof is initiated. 

b) a stabilising press irKduding 

1) a bed shaped substantially corresponding to the shape required of said one 

face of the lining sheet and dimensioned to receive a said green lining sheet 

with said one major face thereof against the bed, 

2) a non-sealing dosure member having a dosure face corresponding to the 

shape required of the opposite major face of th lining sheet, 

3) guidance means extending away from the bed and operable to support sakl 

dosure member overlying the bed with the dosure face directed thereto and 
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ffect guidance between the closure member and the bed in a direction 

towards and away from the bed, 

4) heating means operabte to heat at least one of the bed and the closure 

member to above said setting-up temperature for the lining element, 

5) ram means, having relativety displaceabte parts fixed and movable 

respectivety with respect to the bed, operable to drive the closure member and 

bed towards each other, 

6) lockir^g means operable to retain the closure member in position with respect 

to the bed. and 

7) control means operabte 

(i) to cause the ram means to move the dosura member to sandwich 

ttie green fnction lining sheet behft^en the ctosura f^ 

(u) to cause the ram means to apply a force between the closure 

merrtaer and bed increasing between predetermined levels In a 

pnadetermined consoBdaling Intenfal, sufficient to force the materials of 

the lining sheet into oonfomrtity with the doaire ntember and bed 

wKhout significartl exiruscon of unconfirmed matmals, prior to significant 

cross-finking of the thermosetting binder matrix due to heat and 

pressure applied to the surface ragioris, 

(Hi) to initiate operation of the toddng means to lock the ck>sura member 

in position with respect to the bed at the end of sakl consoMating 

tfiterval for a setting-up internal in which said surface regions achieve by 

continued cross-linking structural strength m excess of internally 

generated forces resulting from the cross-linking and heating, arwl 

(iv) to initiate ratease of the locking mear\s at the end of sakj setting-up 

ritervai to permit the intermediate linr^g sheet of partially cured, 

dimensk>naily stable friction lining material to be renmoved from the 

press, and 

c) oven rrtesyis operabte to raceive said intermediate Brmg sheet urw>nfined at a 

predeteffrrmed baking temperaturs en excess of said settings temperature for a 

predetermined baking interval to effect additional cross-feiking of the thermosetting 

ccmpon^^ thersof to cure the friction fining to a predefined condition of hardness and 

physteal strength. 

An arrangement as claimed in daim 16 in which both of the bed and dosure member 
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are preh ated to a temperature in excess of said setting*up temperature of the lining 

element. 

18. An arrangement as daimed in daim 16 or daim 17 in whidn the stabilising press 

comprises a pair of guidance plates, operably spaced apart by an operable datum 

separation corresponding to the widlh of the closure member such that the closure 

member can slide norvsealingly between fedng surfaces thereof defining said 

guidance means, and defining the edges of the bed of the press. 

19. An arrangement as claimed in any one of daims 16 to 18 in which the stabilising press 

comprises a pair of guidance plates spaced apart such that the dosure member can 

sfide between them and defining the edges of the bed of the press, and the dosure 

rrtember indudes at least one through-aperture extending to the dosure face and at the 

dosure feoB an array of ventirtg apertures in communication >A/ith each said 

through-aperture of such dimensions as to permit the lining element to vent by way of 

said dosure member during curing of the resin binder but without the material 

exterKling through any venting aperture to form a mechanical interlock therewith. 

20. An arrangement as claimed in daim 18 or daim 19 in vtfhich the guidance plates 

operebiy fixed to, end defir>e with, the bed a bed recessed for receipt and containment 

of said green lining sheet 

21. An annangement as daimed in davn 20 in which each guidance plate of the pair has a 

shoulder extending from a face thereof towards the fadng plate defining therebetween 

said recessed bed. 

22. An anBngement as daimed in daim 21 in which said shoulders are separated by a 

spadng bMock the surface of which define with said shoulders said recessed t>ed. 

23. An airangement as daimed in any one of daims 18 to 22 in which the guidance plates 

defining the guidance means and the bed of the press are separable further than said 

opereble datum separation to permit removal of th int rmediat lining sheet 

24. An arrangement as daimed in any one of daims 16 to 23 in which said heating means 

of the press comprises at least one heating element disposed within said press bed 

BNSOOCIO: <GB_2328640^_I_> 
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and operable to supply heat to. and defin a temperature for, the surface thereof. 

25. An aitangemant as claimed in any one of daims 16 to 24 in which the closure member 

is removable from the guidance means and arranged to be disposed therein after 

disposition of the green lining etement vwith respect to the bed by way of the guidance 

means. 

26. An arrangwnent as claimed in daim 25 in which the heating means includes a 

preheating oven separate from tha stabilising press operabie to preheat the closure 

member and/or press bed prior to their disposition with respec* to each other. 

27. An airangement as claimed in ariy one of dairns 18 to 26 in which said bed compos 

raised portions spaced apart in a dinsction parallel to the planes of the guidance plates 

and defjning the ends of the rscsssed bed and minimum thickness of intemiadlata 

lining sheet 

28. An afran©wnent as claimed in any one of daims 16 to 27 in which the locking means 

oompnses means to lock the movable part of the ram means in position vwth respect to 

th3 press bsd. 

29. An arrangemsnt as claimed in daim 28 in which the ram means comprises a piston and 

cylinder arrangement and a source of pressurised fluid for the cylinder to displace the 

piston with respect thereto and arramged to exert a pressure on the dosure member of 

less than 150 kN/m' (21.75 psi). 

30. An arrangement as daimed in daim 28 or daim 29 in which the pressurised flukl is a 

Equtd and said locking means comprises a hydraufic totik applied to the piston arxi 

cylinder arrangement 

31. An arrangemsnt as daimed in daim 28 or daim 29 in whk*i the ram means is a 

pneumatic ram. 

32. An arrangement as daimed in any one of daims 16 to 31 in which the control means is 

(a) cpsrabJe to store parameters relating to suitable pressure values vwtWn the lining 

sheet as a function of time through the consofidating arKi setting-up intenrate that are 

BNSOOCID: <QB 2328640>V_I_> 
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known to result in a friction lining having desired physical properties, (b) operatJie to 

monitor the pressure x rted on the lining sheet during the consolidating inten^al and 

reaction pressure exerted by the lining element during the setting up interval, (c) 

operable to compare the monitored and stored values and. (d) operable, in response to 

a predetermined degree of deviation between the values, to provide an indication that 

the bonded intermediate product is unsatisfactory and a reject 

An arrangement as dainried in daim 28 when dependant on daim 28 in which the 

control means indudes load cell means operable to provide signals representative of 

the instantaneous load exerted on the actuated locking means by the reaction pressure 

from the linirig sheet 

An anangement as claimed in daim 32 or daim 33 in which the control means is 

responsive to a said indication to effect ejection of a reject intermediate lining sheet 

from the manufacture prior to receipt by said oven means. 

An arrangement as claimed in any one of daims 16 to 34 in which Ifie oven means 

comprises a continuous oven having an inlet region, operable to receive said 

intermediate lining sheet transport means operable to transport the intermediate lining 

sheet through the oven in a predetermined time inten^l and to discharge it therefrom 

by way of an outlet region. 

An arrangement as daimed in daim 35 in which tiie transport means comprises a 

travelling belt or overiiead conveyor arranged to support the intermediate lining sheet 

unconstrained thereon for said passage thrcxjgh the oven. 

An arrangement for produdng a friction lining sheet the arrangement being 

substantially as herein described with reference to Figures 2(a) to 4 or any one of 

Figure 5(a) to 7 of the accompanying drawings. 
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